Introduction
In recent years, ultra precision machining of hard and brittle materials jumped to become the new hotspot of study. In the ultra precision machining of nanoscale, machining precision can reach nanometer level, the remove method of the workpieces have become dispersion of atoms or atomic layer, it is not a continuous solid any more. If you continue to use the traditional cutting theory to analyze this process, it must be unreasonable [1] . At the same time, since measurement, observation and control is difficult in the processing, it makes the study have some inevitable difficulties. Therefore, people put forward by means of molecular dynamics simulation to overcome these difficulties, to study and analyse the mechanism of nano fabrication from the atomic level. Its purpose is "reproduce" the nature of the real process on a computer, including the process has actually occurred and the experimental conditions are not permitted.Moreover, molecular dynamics simulation is particularly suitable for the realization of those who don't comply with laboratory experimental quantitative, but it can explain or prove some "thought experiment" of qualitative conclusions [2] .
The Establishment of Simulation Model
In molecular dynamics simulation, first of all, we should model for simulation system. Reasonable setting of model will contribute to the subsequent calculation. In this paper, a set of simulation parameters display on Molecular dynamics simulation model of single crystal silicon nano processing as shown in Figure. 1.
Fig.1 Molecular dynamics simulation model of monocrystalline silicon nano machining

Analysis of Simulation Results
The Material Removal Mechanism and the Forming Mechanism of Machined Surface
This paper selects the instantaneous image of cutting process, as shown in figure 2.
Fig.2 Instantaneous images of monocrystalline silicon cutting process
We can get the material removal mechanism and the forming mechanism of machined surface through the analysis of potential energy and temperature change in machining process, which can be interpreted as: In the cutting process, with the movement of tool, repulsive force makes the silicon lattice occurred shear extrusion deformation. Along with the repulsive force between atoms is more and more big, so the lattice deformation energy stored in the lattice will also largen, when the energy exceeds a certain value but do not form dislocation, fracture of silicon atom bond, the original structure of the lattice is broken and show amorphous. These atoms that their bonds was broken in perpendicular to the cutting direction is divided into two parts, atoms of the upper part move onward and upward and form chip, the remaining part move backward and downward and form the machined surface. As described above, the atoms whose bonds are broken moving in two directions and repeating the process of replacement is the material removal and machined surface formation process. The potential energy curve display that the process of potential energy gradually becoming large only has some small fluctuations, which indirectly indicates that nano cutting process of silicon has no dislocation. Therefore, the nano machining mechanism of silicon is deformation of amorphous phase transform generates.
Analysis of Temperature and Potential Energy
In the nano cutting process, the source of cutting temperature, in addition to transforming from deformation and friction in the cutting process, is from the conversion of kinetic energy and heat energy of silicon atoms. As shown in Figure 3 , the temperature curve has fluctuations, this is because the friction of tool and the workpiece increases the kinetic energy of atoms, and atomic bond fracture releases energy, temperature of system rises. Along with the cutting, the fracture atomic bond combined with others to form new covalent bond, absorbing energy sent temperature down. Fig.3 Temperature change curve in the cutting process From Figure 4 curve can be seen, with the cutting, the potential energy between atoms increased, the amplitude slowed gradually with fluctuations. Because when the atoms suffering shear stress will make the atoms bond broken, and at the same time by extrusion stress, atomic lattice of the front of edge occur deformation with the deformation energy stored in the lattice, and it will continue to accumulate, thereby the potential between atoms increase. However, lattice reconstruction and the atomic elastic recovery will reduce the growth trend. And the deformation and reconstruction of lattice, forming and expansion of amorphous atoms will cause fluctuation. 
The Effect of Cutting Depth on Cutting Process
In this paper, the simulations are carried out for different cutting depth and cutting velocity, the influence of cutting speed on workpiece surface quality is not obvious. Therefore, this paper only introduced the effect of cutting depth here. In order to study the influence of different cutting depth, without tool and cutting speed changing, we choose three kinds of cutting depths to simulate and calculate, then take instantaneous images at the same cutting distance, as shown in Figure 5 .
As can be seen from the picture, the increasing of cutting depth lead to accumulation of amorphous atoms in the front of tool, changing thick, and the situation of deformation around tool tip atom increase, damage layer become deeper. It is the surface becoming rough from the macro perspective. Fig.5 The instantaneous images of different cutting depth at the same cutting distance
Conclusion
(1)Using the molecular dynamics simulation, we researched and analysed the material removal mechanism and the machined surface formation mechanism of the monocrystal silicon nanometric Cutting .Under the action of the cutting edge, the silicon atomic bond broke in front of tip. And these atoms whose bond broken along the vertical direction is divided into two parts, one part move upward to be chip, the other part move down to form machined surface. Furthermore, the processing mechanism of nanometric cutting of single crystal silicon is amorphous phase transformation to produce deformation instead of plastic deformation.
(2)From the above simulation, it indicates that the influence of different cutting parameters on machining process are not the same. The influence of cutting depth on the quality of the workpiece surface is larger, with the increasing of cutting depth, the surface roughness of machined surface will increase.
